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.'PREFACE
. .

, 0_ ,..H ..,

A five-day A.nperVice workOop,instructiOnal.unit in

iting'ins'cructional units 'with .behaqio'i,Lly stated object-

ives is. presented here. Theve are several items to be con-

,

sideredin teaching this unit. First, space is important.

It is neqessary to have.one general meeting room large enough
--, a

CY
. . .

to hold the .total number ofteachers'in-volved in the'workshop

, plus selierql rooms yin which small groups or individuals may

..-
,

'' work.c Second, it Would be well if 'the (teachers had-a chance.
""1-----e

...,..,.
.

. i .
.

ovread Preparing Instructional Objectives by Robert F. Mager:
.

.
.

Z
before the workshop begins.

(

It..is also necessary t4at-each
I.:.

teachj'have a-aopy of Prefoaring,Instructional Objectives' on
0,

the first day of instruction, Third, this unit contains a

list of suggested refprences.which were com piled, to help
.,,,. 0

'"
'people work onth-eir individual needsoi- special inte ester

.
.

pertaining to the requirements of this workshop. .Foukh,,the
,

each

. .

" unit i 'dotigned to allow, each teacher to write an instruc.
, .

4 .

tional unit in his own,:fie,loVand for the class he t'eaches.
. 4 .

. - -

Last, the teacher will'ute textbooks, resource thaterials, in,
1 , f , ,

etructional aids, and equipment, available in his school SyStem

in planning and writing his instructional unit.

Thedesiredoresuats hoped for in this workshop are not
)

only thyt t eachers will, learn to plan
(

and write instructional

units but also
\

that.teaChers- will come to see the purpose and-

Value of such * tool in teaching. Thus, if success is granted

to the ultimate, the teaCher will on his own p'repar'e an in-

structional. unit with beavioAly stated objectives foreach

unit-Of each course fie teaches.,

0

..1



NFORMATION, EXPLANATION, AND NEEDS,
/

This-Manu al Wa..s comiilled to pinesent'a guide .that organ-,

izes,-and 'cooraina es the4necessary
,

inforMatIgaTto plan'and

write an'instruCtional unit whiCh contains behaviorally stated

objectives and to prepare an evaluation that measures what is

tpugh't..
d i

," t The-tflought behind the study is that the Hayerage" teach-,,

.o er doesnot:have ie time otOROrhaps the facilitleg and mater-,
.

ials to do'lilegearch in these areas.. We have tried to pr sent

.. information 'in a simple and concise way. Resource mate ials
. `: 1 ..

were held to 'a minimum. However, there are certain materials

)- . .

that must be pvcha:Sed or obtained in some otheP man . The

instructor for a group of teaChers would have to ha

lowing materials:

1. Robert F. Mager s book; Preparing Instr ctidnal
Objectives . . Published. Dy Fearon Publi hers in
Pala Alto, California. Cost $1.75..

2. Developing and 'Writing Behavioral Objectives.
Published by Educational Innovators /Press, Inc.,

.,Tucson, Arizona. Cost $1.95, /

/

Three film strips: (.1) Educational Objectives,
(2) -Evaluation, and-(3) Teaching Units and 'Les' -
soh Plans. These filmstrips may be purchased
ffom Vimcet Filthstriip-Tape PrograMs, P. 0. Box
24714, Los Angeles, California. Cost $15.00
each. These strips'may also be borrdWe& from
the Regiph Service -Centrs.

the fol-

:..
. . .

. The above mentioned are. a must. Mager's book and the filmstrips
P t v

. . . n .

are used in claSswork and are a majdr-part of*the course.. bevel-
. .

opi g and Writing Behavioral Objectives contains' the answers tp
. . ,;,,

*J*
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a
a.

.the test on pages 41 to 66 in the'panual and inclUdes other'

information 'an instructor .should` know about writing behaVior=7-F-
,

al bieobtiVes
. .

In Order too help the instructor'in gathering and Orijang=
,/*"

11

ing needed- materia18,.the following liSt is offered:-

1. Materials needed forethe first day:
a. Pre-test (provided,in Manual),
b, Transparency-,of planning cycle with an

explanation of the cycle, (provided in the
4. manual).

0. 'Books and resource materials. This&refers
to-all texts, references, and resource
materials one-would need or.normally use
in planning a tqaching unit in his field.
Robert Mager's ilook,'Preparing,Instruc-
tidnal Objectives..

e. Filmstrip, Educational Objectives.);
f. Article, "Instructional Accountabia4ty,"

(provided in manual).o
g. Article, "Performancemer:bs," .(provided

manual). ,

2. Materials needed for the second day:
a. Article, "Behavioral Objectives,A Needed

Perspective,":(provided in manual).
b. Article, '!Describing Behavior, for Objec-

tives," (provided in manual):
c. Review "Elemepts and Vaiiiables.in BehOv-

A voral Objectives," (proded in manual).
.

d. Filmstrip, Evaluation.
ep Filmstrlp, Teaching Units.and Lesson Plano.

3; Materials needed for the third day:
a. .Article, "Writhing Objebtivep;" ( provided (

in manual)..
4. Materials heeded for the fourth, day: none.
5. Materials needed for the fifth day:

a. Evaluation forms (provided, in the manual).

.The only materials the teacher enrolled in'the class needs

are: (1) Mager's.book, Preparing instructional Objectives,

(2) resource, materials ,normally used in teaching a particular

unit, and (3) a copy of this malluaa-.

The East Texas School Sudy Council has permission to
., .

reproduce ,the' articles in this manual. Therefore,. an in-
P ..

( I
structor could

.

reproduce
.

copies of 'the needed materials from .

. .

. 8.
3 _



this manual and give them to each teacher enrolled. in the work-

' shop. A limited- number of copies th.e manUalare available

from the East Texas (School Study. Council..

InsUmmary, the instructor" must have this, manual,. Mager's

book,. PreparingJnstrUctional Objettivess Developing and Writ-

ing Behavioral Objectives, by Armstrong, et-al., and the three
, c

filmstrips from Vimcet Associates. The tot41 cyst to the,
V - ,

school for these items is $48.t0. ?Ifone bdrrowed the.film-

str,ips from the Region Service Center or,elsewhere,"'the cost

could be cut to' $3.70.

The /cost for the Individual teacl'?er would be $1.75 for

Mager's. book' 'An additional $1.95'for Armstrong, et al.,
,f,

.
.

*would beta beneficial expenditure and is recommended.

a
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPAIN'

A. Equipment

'1. 9Werheae'projector.

2. Record player

3. Tape recorder

4. Filmstrip projector

5. Screen
.

6. ChallOoard and chalk

7. ,Extension cord6-

.18, Typewriter.'

B. Materials

.Tapes

.a. Transparencies
. ,

3. Filmstrips

4. Books

5. Re;)Durce material

NA6

4

4
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BASIC GOAL...

4 TO enable teachers. to prefpare an instructional unit in a

course of stuffy which is bas.Sd upon behaviors lAi st'ated,objec-
/

tives. 1 C.

7,

5.7

r
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES .
1. To sti-ets the importance of-Planning in.constructing an:

instrulctionalun1t.

2. To show the need and,value of b&havioally stated objec-
°\A ,

3. To faMiaiarize'thegtade nstict1onal objectIves.-
P

4. To eMphasiZe.the importance of "perfortha

tives.

a.

5, To -develop-an Understanding of behvioral
.41A -J 0

To teach knowledge ';and undertandintg of the instructional

omains and

yL

dlthensio, I

-L..,

.ToNteach the, tUden a knoW1edge and nckrstandinof the

intitutipnal dimension.

8. To develop skill in writing goals, gepeial objectives,,
I' .

and behavioral olije'ctiVes.

9. To-familiarize the ,studen with program.krucijre.

.10 To develop,an irptructinalHunTt.

I

0'
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84HAVIORKL'OBJECTIVES'

.' . ..
,.'

d) ,

.q.-' Geheral.objectiveo.: To' stress the importance oltflplanning

. ..

in constructing an instructional Unit:
--C.

.. .%
. ..

,Bahavioral.,objeCtiva:

A. The student will ke able to nameeand,explain.the steps
'

a
of the planndng cycle.N

-- . / . ': .
.... .

2. General objeative: "To show theneed,ind value Of behav-
. 41 .

A.

J
iorally statedobjectiveS. ''

. . '

.'I
. Behavioral objective ,

. .:.

V

A. -The studehf will be able to list' at lebast.5reasons
, 1 -for-wiqtinegn instructional uniD Whic,h.contains'be-

k . haviol-ally stated objectives. .
42 '

.k

, , 0 r

. k . . .tes

3, Gener;a1 ,p,;Wegtive: To familiariz'e Dhe student with inJ-
.structional eca Ives

;:-

J.,.. .
i

. ,

n' one Ot' moreVdnstruction'al ofjectives '
the student

1.be'able to select those' stated in 'performance terms..
. i..

(

o

iven a well-written instpuctionaIghjective, the stu-
dent Will be able to 'Identify the Portion pit it that
de±ines'minimum ac ptable performance.

. a\ ,

. Given one or more perfdrmance,itest) items, the student
will be able to ;elect those. app"ropriate 'to the evalu- ,

ation'of.the-Objeltives. .

. ,

General Obj'ective: To emppaiize the ar'nportance of perform-
ante verbs.'

Behavioral Objectives:

a 47`.?.
, 4

A. 11104'4-0-4 list of 'verbs, the student will.be able to
underline the ones that are perfOrmance verbs.

')

The student will bealple to write ten behaviorglly
stated objectives using performance verbs,','

.Generd'l olb-jectiVe: To develop an understandl g Of be-
-. haVioral,domains and variables.

A



Behavioral objectives:

- ,
A. The.student will be

'dimension.

ci

HA. The student-will be *able tp list anddefini the three A--
behavipP6T.domains-

The zadent will be able to lizt at'least lvariahles
for eacfl, behavioral domain. 1 . .

General objectiVe: TOteagh knbwledge and understanding
.::,00f.t e instructional dimension.

Behavioral objectives:

able,to_define instructional

-
,The:student.will be able to list and explaTh th. fiVe
'Ipecific variables of instructiohal dimension,

C. Given:a 1,istaf instructional variables; the
.

Student
will. be able to /dentWy each by name.

,

Gener4A1 objective: -'.To teach knowledge'and understanding
of the instittititnal dimension.

Behavioralobjectives:_
L

A. The student will be-able ta'defing.institutionaZ
dimension

The Student will be abIe4 .naglei,.and define the six
variableeof the instibutionimension.

C. Given a liSt bf institdtidhal Variables, the student
will identify each by name.

. 4

General objectivet To develop skill in Writing ,a goal;
a general objective, and behavioral
'objectives?

Behavioral objective

A. The student will be able to write a goal,, a general
objective,'and,a behaviorally stated objective in
each dotain a' behavior.

9. 'General objective: To, familiarize the student in program
structure.

Behavioral objective:

A. The student will be able to the eleven majorpIrts
al: an Instructional unit.

41
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10. General objective; To construct ,an iriseructional

Behavi a 904tiues;

A. fihe

o

o

r.

student, will be. able, to write al,:ploogram goal.,

B. -The .stiadOnt',will be able ,to
for theAprogram.

Write general oWoctiy6s

0

'"C. The student will be able to write behavlArally stated
specific objectives.

The student will be .010 to 'predict asSignments,

. The student will be able to.,soutline-class pl7oceclures
(activities).

F. The silent will be able:to construct an exami0a-rnon.
e ..

. .

G. The student wih be able to arrange the parts pr the
. , ..

.

instructional un4.t into a logical o der,, ';,

o

10
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Fast Day

40e.

CLASS PROCEDURE 4

1

to 8:50.a.M.: -Introduction 7. Items to disCuss'and activities
to perform.

1.' G ye-pre-test - jDrovided in :manual

2. Show and explain overlay of planning cyb.10

3. tscuas reasons for planning.

A. discipline-

p. codrdination of subject

c. confidence-

d.

e. individual interest.

r. teaching Method:

g- adcOdntabiIitY.

O

IP

a

Name and define equiPthent and materials, needed

a. notebook

b. pen afld.penCil

c. bipoks

d. typewriter

e. resource material Q.

5, Discuss Scheduld - Go over class .p ocedure orally - then
stress assignments.

6. Discuss gOaI and,final product - a Outlined .on p. 13- De-
tailed discussion on first period f 3rd Day.

9:00 to 10:50 Read Magei"S book Preparing Instructional
ONectives

,\
,. .

Activity r EaCh Student* reads the book at his own rate-of speed.
If he iS.unable to-finish at the end of the allotted
time, he -Must finish on his own time.

. (

. .

.* The studbq in this workshop it
school.- However,,he is referred to in
student.

11

teacher in the public
lass procedure as the

15
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I ...

11:00 to 21:50 a.m.: Discusbion of Mager's book,1Preparin
Ins'erdctional Objectives'

.

Activities -leacher leads discgssion.andi answers questions.
4. .Students-work test in back of'hoOk.: Students-v

q
t chick answers. and-dizuas..f. d-

to ?.:00

1.:00 6.1:50 p.m.: Show. film strip entitled - Educational
Objectives. Discuss.

2:O0
N... ,

to'24:50 p.mI Discuss instiActonal accountability and
performance. verbs.

Hapd, aut to each student a copy of."Instructiona
Accountability" and a copy of the list of per-
formance verbs. Students read the article'"In-
structional Accountability" - 10 minuted to read.
Di§cuss.the article for 20 minutes. Discuss per-
formance verbs for 20 minutes.

3:00 6,3:50 p.m.: Place in groups of 4 .to Have these
groups wihite 2 or more good behaviorally
stated objectives for 2a minutes. For
the remainder of the period write examples/
on the-board (ode or two) from 'each group.

Second Iv

8:00 to 8:50 a.m.: Each student will be given a copy of r"
"Behavioral Objectives; A Needed Per-
spective."

Activities - Each student reads the article after which the
teacher leads a discussion which points out needs
and values of behavioral.obctiveb., About 2,0

minutes should be allottc' .9;1' "

for discussion. Ask students to write
questions to be discussed when they have finished
reading the article.

9:00 to 10:50 a.m.: Each stpdent will be given a,capy of
"Describing Behavior for Objectives."

Activities:. individual, stuNdy. 'Each st,udent will read and
work test. 5-9-'-w

eJ

11:00 to 11:50 a.m : .Discuss program structure. Check test
and discuss activities. Break into
groups of 5. These groups should'be in.

.

the same program field or at leapt

12
16



a 12;00- t

1:00' to

'closely associated. Hand out a cdpy of
"Elements and yariables in Behavioral
Objectives",to each stU0ent: (To be .

used fora review.). Assignment f r
'group. /Write a goal, a denerl objec-
tive -apd atleast 3 behavioral objet-
Lives ,/ ,(More if time 'allows).

1:00.p:M..; Lunch/

1:50 p.m.: Let each group, jone at a time) write
,t eir example on the chalkboare. r:".'n

c a, "s then discusses the 'strengths and
we knesses of tile objectives.,

4 * I 4

2:00 to :2:50 p.m. FilmFilm strip and tape,: Evaluation for 30:.

in tes; dIscuss,\ 20 minutes. t

./. 't3:00 to 3:50 p.m./ il strip and.tape: Teaching .Unit wand
, ; ! Lessbn Tlanb'for.30 minutes; discpss, 20

,
minutes. . u

t

Third Day

8:00 tos8:50 a.m

-.,

1.. 'BelectiOn o

2. Materials a d
x

3. .Goal and pr0f ce

4. General obje b tive$A

5'. ,BehaViora '6 i jectives.

,

xplain.the steps- in writing
tio 'I unit.

bJect - time - length etc

equipment

6. lzpignmen s-

7. Class prOce ure

a. activit es,
ba plan ro each.clase
c. allow for imdividuellization

'd. 'flexibl

8. Work she is - teaching aids - reading list - bOok reports/

9, Evaluation e7a.r, nfll-io0

-a. testwh t you have taught.
b, showth objective or objectives each part of the test

is test ng. .

an instruc--

13 ;17



. 10. ,Table of conten;ts., .

r .

.0.°, .

11. Bibliography
.

9:00 to 9:50 a.m.: Hand out "Writing Objectives." Students
wi11 individually, 20 minutes. Then-
discuss as.a review.

10:00 to 12:00 p.m.: The students will work iri groupsiof '4 .

or( 5,(preferabiy in same field) in
p1anning the outline for the unit.

-Each indi,id4,1 will write his own in-
sti4uctiond4,pnit. ,However, he may dis7
cuss 'it with. Otheri. (swap icleas)

The teacher will help,gfoups
duals as needed- 1

12:Q0 to 1:00 p.m.: Lunp h_

1:00 to 1:30 p.m.: Di cuss,evaluation --\How to conitruct.a:
test? Muhttest what you teach - use that
irr this manual as a guide to discusS..'

* . .

0 A
'

. 1:30. to 2:50 Lp.m.: ,Continue as above, with writing ..an instruc-
-tional unit.

. °
. I

3:00 to -3:50 p.m.:
4

CheclOt work outlines. Teacher shows sev-
eral outlines to class. The teacher and ,

(. the class-point.out strengths and weakness'es.

.,Fourth and Fifth Day
,p.

Individual and /or gr up study,- planning, research, aid writing

ofi.nstruct"onal unij. The teacher gill be available to help
J

_

.check 'k;.

,students.. he'teach *will. -projects as they areltilpiW.
,1

Upon comple ion of one unit,. a student may begin pveparatidn,

of another instructional unit.
c=D f.

It is hoped that students will see the valuein writing in-

'structionai. units; thereby, prepare enough units to cover the

entire year:

' As noted in the planning cycle, continuous change isimportant;

14
\ 18



-:therefore, the instructional'units should be updated every

- year.

The last hour of the/last-day may be used to cDitiquethe
I -'

in- service program and the teacher. This informatiOn As to

be used to'mal B1iroveMents.

kk

m.

15
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ASSIGNMENTS

Read Robert F., Mager,l's book':

.2. Work the. test

c

A>

1P Ob
ljectives..

n the back of MagePl's-b9dk: 12E221LZJLI7°.

.
structional Ob-
jectives'

5.

6.

View film

Read the

Study

Read the

strip: Educational Objectives

by

Needed
Strain.

article: 1' Instructional. Accountability"
Raymond.Bern4bei and Sam Leiee

and know the list of Performance, verbs.
Iq

article: "tehaviora.1 .0b.jectfVes; a
Perspective" by Lucillp B.

7. Read:. "Describing.Behavior'Objectieg"

8. Study hand7Out: "Elements and Variables in Behaviooral
Objpct'ves"

9. Yiew : Evalua ion

10. View filmstrip:

11. iRead:

Teaehinnits and Lesson Plans

."Writing ObjectiVes

12. Write an instructional unit.

-rf

16.

this unit shouldsbe,
writteh according to
the guide given the
first period of the
third day).

.



Pre-Test

1. . -

I. List three reasons for Writing an instructional unit with be-
.

. haviorally atatedobjectives

.List a't,feastrour steps in planning.an instructional unit.

4

Is ti4 folldwinginstructional Objective stated in performance
terms? ,"Given a list of verb@., tpe -etudeqt will be able to
underline the ones that are performance verbs:"

4. List four verbs that are commonly used in writing behaviorally
stated objectives.

lat

Multiple choice

Circle the letter of the correct answer.

I. ,Mep.surement Technique:

a, content
b, value
c. 'observatiOn/

, d. Objective .

°

2:'' 'Visible activity displayed by a learner.:

a. teacher
b. behavior
c. servation
d. order

7
p1



?re-test (dttptinUed)

An intent commun'icated by a statement'describing a pro osed,
change in a learner:

d. objective .

b. program
11:p. content

d.. behavior
0

According to tloom's Taxonomy domain c6uld refer to:

4: a. cbgnitive
dTfective
psychomotor

. all of theabove.

An institutional variable is:

a. teacher
b.. method
c. .content
d. organization

An effective domain variable is:
4 p

a. frequency
b.: knoWledge
c. value

.d. evaluatian

ct

I'

This test should be given the first period of the first day.' The

instructor should take it up and keep it until the ISst class'on the

last day. However, there is no need for the-instructor to grade the

He"shoull simply oheck the paper tosee individual weaknessed.

The dlass should discuss the. test when it is returne to see6what theyr

have or have not learned.,

ff
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EXPL &NATION OF PLANNINQ, CYCLE

The information (dt.ta) ,in' the,tria ngit ref-ers ito all

knotleolge we have whidh pertains to.the'problem we are to

empt to. solve.
,

the

at:

tv
The needs refer to ,what oi5e wishes to..acCoMpitah:.In our

ar icular case, we want to deVeloplan instructional,

PrioRtiesIllen; would deal wleh'our. goaDto prepape

an insfructionalunif with beh.E6/10rally stated objectives

ObjeOtives, the next step, ors.. referi, to the general,

Viand specific objectives ,needed 'to obtain our'gOal.

%.

''Strategies are our class proCedures, 82hivities, and

teadhing methods' used to'achieve our' objectives.

Resogrces .are the tiathrials and

to achieve our-obj4tives.

V.

eqtaptent used in helping

The program is the combination of the 'deeds, prloritiesz,,
I 1

objectivei, strategies,,and ,resOurces into a written. guide.
ti

The instructional unit is program.

\Evaluation is the exatination given.

an evaluation of self to see ,how and what

It alio involves

we are teaching.

kRenewal means a look at, the program after we have used

it.% Then changes should be,made as needed.
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INSTRUCTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY
by

Raymond Bernabei and Slam Le,les

,

'''InstruCtional accountability is not only a legiti

concern for pubISc SupportP, but it is also tridisP4s to

. .

professional-growthiireducation,.1

There are` currently many propOSals tq,.improve teachlpng,,,

Mostipeek-improvement:and cInge - through. indirect Means.

SUch-proposalt advocate teaching - learning improvement through

a restructuring of content or changes 'in schedule arrangements,

'.class size, and physical plant facilities.

/The Role cf-theTeacher.

Behavioral:objective writing deeks. improVed instruction

by raising the perfotMance level of teachers. This approach

.presumes,that the instructional role of the teacher is indis,

,pensable tb significant improvement inthe learning prscess.

Therefore,,behavioral objective writing is designed for and
4

directed to teachers.: While behavioral objectiveHwriting.it
,o

int6ndd to increase knstrvictional competence, it dCes not

relieve teachers from the responsibility,to assess student
4

need's and'to prescribe be objectives that are relevant, timely,

arii Meaningful.

Specifically, behavioralobjective/..writing is proposed

as a, methodological tdeyelopment that roves new and dif,

ferent perspectives about teacher accountability.' It provides

25-



ways to relate the assessment or studdEt lear to explicitly

stated ,objectivWthat are measuratie. The distinction between
. ,

Writing:behavioraP,objectives, as a methodological .scheme,'and.-,

knowing About behalVl_oral objectives, as a body\ bfknowledge 'is

basic=eto the'use ofi:instructional:competen*ce. as developed herein.
..

.

AS a.,Iglethol4gialotoOl-, behavioral objebitive wr.:tir,lg,

dentiries-the te4cdheros role in .e(ttig ftrth:aearRingob
C

t \
--1

jectiVes: In P.rhOcribirig objective for a gr'ciuP- F f an-

, ..,

,.

..,: - .1, .. .
, i.

.clividual student-,f he. teacher,in erfect.8ays,-, "AS aresult.of
.

my, instruction, Students will be able to:.:.."

.,By its ver$ nature, behaviOral:objective 'ip.1.0g makes

evident that whateVer it' is that students re to earn is ea
4.

fpnctiori or objectives prescribed by the teacher. Objectives
V 4

,prescribed in this way are likely to estalhash,goaI.clarit'Y''

or goal visibility for Student*,andt ache._yr1:34Xe.' Furth more,

. it sHifts student ener.gies in the direction'04earning an

.away from psyching out" teacher:s. It alsOJOififtS instructional

responsibility toward the teabher. and away-fro

Learning Responsibility

Behavioral objective writing affects at leas' two aspects

student.-

cf insti-uction that need attention. One epblem of

teacher attitUde as it relates to identfying WhoSs or s not

responsible for learning success in the sChOlan :classroom.

The other is the problem,oX determining and medsurinelnstruc-
,

tiOnal performance. In practice., if .not

22



Q.

generally asBumed thdt'responsibility for learning rests with

the learner rather than with the teacher. Educational folklore

*
nd some literature suggests differently. ButIcareful'obsarva-, .

J.tions-and:eXperiences indicate teachers generally claim credit
0...

for successful learnings while abstaining from -or shifting re-
.

spot sibility whenever learnings fail qr are in doubt..
6

This is npt surpriSing. Furthermore; it is not meant as

criticism of teachers. .It .is, however, an accurate description-

oreducational reaXity;. But more important, such practices can

lack,formal mechanisms and procedures necessarito using feed
4

back data for modification, change, and improvement.

Educational reality .shows clas' room practitioners als6'

lack the measurable criteria and techniques. needed to 'provide

valid dnd reliable assessments about learning and t'eg.ehTrilg:

This does not mean lack of studerit measurement' and evaluation

classrooms. To the. contrary, schools offer more than ample

evidence of efforts to assess students in instructional set-
.

tings. Numerous efforts to assess ,students occur.in.tlie alba'

sence of predetermined, identifiable,,and measurable_ le0,rning

objectives.

Through the years,. the assumption persists, that because

teachers teach;. students learn. But, unless thep-teaching-
- ,

l,earning process.makes specific provision (a) to identify and
Qov w,

prescribe what it is that is:to be learned and then undertakes

4(b).to measure: and determine these learnings, the'eXplanationS

- which justify, successes or failures in.school will continue to

be ambiguous, contradictory, and indeterminable.

23
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Teaching. Accountability
a

,Until recently,. much of the potential and limitation in

,0
behavioral objective work was-seen in terms of learner out-

.-

Comes. Perhaps this was to be expected since-the term objed-

tives,, measurable or unmeasurable, filled well the tradition

of looking upon educational,progress in terms of Student out

comes. Persistent 'work with.objectiyes now indicates' a dif-

ferent and perhaps a more powerfUl use of behavioral objective

writing: 'The poteptial is in promoting instructional account-

ability.

In many places, instructional accountability is already

an emotion-laden issue: It promises to-become more intense
. ..

,

as controversies involving school decentralization, teacher,'

board confrontations, and 'skyrocketing education costs gain
,. .

.

momentum. Instructional accountability is batic ta &If af
. --

the above issues. It is only a matter Of time-before these.
.

and similar questions are stripped of the facade-which dis-1

guises 'the real controversy. Eventually,tattempted and achieve
.

.s1

student. learqings will be_ related to instructional efforts.

When that occurs; teacher accountability will be eStablished.
7

0 The teachers who identify and prescribe measurable learning.

objectives, for students offer tangible, evidence of account-

ability for themselves and their work.

Sources of Behavioral Objectives

The sources of behavioral objctives are broad, under,

lYing factors teachers take into account when identifying

24



student learning objectives. -However,, sources are unlike cri-

teria and components* used toWrite behavioral objectives. Sources

.represent great. variability whereas criteria and components are-

usually fixed and stable. AMother distinction is that sources

constitute external or -"outside" fabtors used to write behav-

ioral objectives, whi riteria'and components are integral,

*.internal qualities that areninsiden factors useful to behavior-

al -objective Writing.

Typically, sburces of behaVioral objective Writing include

such considerations as (a) the4nature'and needs of learners,

(b) the. nature and needs of society and of'the community to

which learnings relate, and (c) the structure and nature of

the subject or content to be,learned.

Instrugtion basedon behavior objeetives begins by con-

sidering how'well and to what extent' these sour are reflected

in the objectiv,es prescribed for students. This is clearly a

'unction of teaching. This suggests instructional competence

as another "outside" source of .behavi 1 objectives and one

in which widespread differences exist. ,How teachers'perotive

-themselves and their students and how teachers use knowledge.

about 'content and about society -serve as the basis from'which

behavioral are prescribed and written.

Criteria for Behavioral Objectives

Earlier work in-behavioral objectives has been very

portant to education. These efforts have helped to identify
.

. and 'recognize objectives that are behavioral because of specified
-0
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,

.crite'ia. Among these criteria are those which require that
.

objectives! be stated in terms of, terminal behaVior desired'

.and that minimum levels of acceptable performance be specified.

These riteria,are vital to behavioral objective writing.

But instr onal practices are such that these two criteria

cannot be gene alized and applied,to all cases, of objective

writing. Descriptions of terminaibehaviOrs desired and the

specifying of minimum levels of acceptable performance are

predicated upon the ability of teachers to effectively use

.Sources,of behavioral-objectives.. Therefore,.it is instruc-

tional competence that determines-what noutsidenvsourCes are
0 0

going to be used and how these sources are to be used to write

behavloral objectivep

COmponents. of he.avioral Objectives

Now, it is po'ssible to give consideration to a number of.'.

dither factors essential to writing behavioral obje fives,: These

.factors are called components. Consideration Of "'ghat" to learn..°

identifies the knowledge domain's (Cognitive, Affective, Psycho-

metafr) as the fixSt-component eSsentialto behavioral pb)ec-

tive writing. Concern for "how" to learn identifies the .second

essential compodent,.Which is the mental operation necessary

to leaAing the behavior desires 'and specifying an objective.

dmsiderationfor:mental_operations present .0 learning objec-
.

tives reveals the thirp component essential to behavioral ob-

jVtive writin%, thatif time. The knowledge domains rbvpal

mental op rations and corresponding language that.. clearly

26
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indicate varying intervals of time for designated learnings

of objectives.

,As mental operations, and time intervals are verbalized

nto statements of.objectives, languageespecially ifi the form .

of action verbs, becomes apparent as the fourth component
ti

essential to behavioral objective .writing,

It should be pointed out thdt two cbmponentsl'time in-

tepvals and language, reveal Variabilities .a,nd limitations
o

\

that t rtruly show the importance of the teacher s role in writ--

ing and using objectives to riiprove student learning. If in

dividual- differences are to be accounted for thr.ough'instruc-
4, 0

tional practices, then the objectives wewrite and use must

also reflect -this variability.

. Using the four componeptsknowledge domains, mental pro-

cesbes, time intervals, and language -- writers of behavioral

objectives now can exercise analytical precision to writing

Ilieasurable objectives.'

It is really instructional competence that determines the

consideratione to be used and the extent to which t6i influence

the behav %oral objectives one writes.. FOr this reason, writing .

,behaArioral objectives is classed as a methodological develop-

'ment. .The explicit intent of behavioral objective writing is

'to increase the competence and performance of teachers..

OM*
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PERFORMANCE TABS

Soundly conceived .pbject yes are essential for successful

teaching. Unfortunately it is very easy to state broad,

high sounding, th6roughl desirable objectives that defy

appraisal. Appreciation of science, understandings of gray-

ity, command of scientific method, and etc. are typical ob--N

jectiVes. However, preciSely What is meant by these phrases?

How do you know when you have achieved these objectives? What

exercAse6 or experiences,iOntribute to the achievement, of ob-
. .ke

jectives Of this nature?

'Objectives should be statements of specific. behaviors which a

student finishing the exercise or unit sfitiAld exhibit. The

. specific behaVior is notexhibited py-ttudents who have not

completed the course or exercise or unit.

. To assist you in stating measured objectives a slightly modi-

fied version of a list of performance verbs are listed below.

0

, -

You are to use these verbs or others of a similar nature in

writing objectives.

1., 'Identify:,

The individua selects' (by. pointing,. picking up, or

other ;,esponse) the correct object of a'class in res.;

ponse to its' class For example "Show me.the
V
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frog.," when presented a,set of small animalsor animal

pictures; "Piaup the red triangle," when presented

With a set of paper cut-outs representing different

shapes. ' This catedory'Of performance also inclddes

identifying object properties (such as rough, smoot

L ;straight, curved, etc .) and in additionr kinds of

change such as. an increase or.decrease in size and etc.

-2.. Distinguish:

Identifying under conditions in mbich.the objects ar

events., are pOfentially xonfusable (square, rectangle)
%

or wheri two contrasting identifications (such as right,

/ left) are involved.

3. Name:

Supplying the correct'name'(orally or in written

form) for a class of objects or events,-i:ze. ,"What is

this three diMensional object.called?" Answer: "Cone."

4. Construct:

Generatin a construction or drawing which identifies

a designed' object dr set of-conditions, that is, ,begin=

ning with a line segment the question, is asked: "Com-,

Rlete-this figure to represent a triangle." ,

5. Order:

Arranging two or more:objects or events in proper order

in accordance with a stalled ca4tegory, that is, "Arrange

'these moving objects in order of their'speed."

Describe:

Generating or naming all the necessary categories of



S

obj;ets, object grope tie car. event properties that*
\ .

are r levant to the description of the designed situ-

TI at is, the question'is of the form, "Describe
.

thib Order," andoge6 not limit the catego4es which .

. may be mentioning them, asin theduestion "Describe-
. .

the color ,and shape of this object:"

aStag Pule :
.

6

Makes a verbal statement, (not necessarily in technical'

terms) which conveYithe,meaning of a rule or principle,

uding the names of the .proper classes of-Objects or
o

events in correct order. That, is, "What is the.test:for

deterMining whether this surfdce is flat?" The answer
- -

. requires the mention of the application of alstraight

`ede, in various directions to determine touching all
,

along, the edge.

8. Apply a Rule: P /-
Using a learned ,principle or rule to derive an answer

to a question. The answer may be correct identifiCa-

the supplying of a name or some other kind of

response. The question is stated in such a way that .:.
.

_the individual must employ a rational process to-ar4ve

at the ,answer.
\ .

9. Demonstrate':
.,

°
Performing the operations necessary to the application",

4. '_
'of . ruleer principle..i...e., "Show how you would jell

. \

.74het er this surface is ,The answer. requireS

s-
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that the individuals use a straight edge to determine

touching of the surface at all po3,nts and invarious

directions.

10. Interpret:

Translating raw data (_observationS, charts, table s8

graphs, etc.) in a scidntifically verTiable manner to

narrative form (oral and written). Given 4a gr'aph:

showing the change. with time of the speed of an object

or: reaction, the question is: hAt What point is the d

reaction slowest ?" .."Nrobt rapid?" "Stopped?" .

natively, the student could be asked, "Describe the

source of the reaction."
,

11. Predict:

Using a rule or principle to predict an outcome (or to

Infer some consequenOps) that-73.S, "What will happen to
4

the boiling point ofolater if the operation of boiling
.

is carried out on a high mountain?"

12. Classify:

To place objects, words, or situations into categories

accordirig to'defined criteria for. each category., That
*

is, the student could be-asked toclassify the members

of a family according to criteria of re,laqonship to

one another. It would be necessarylthat'he have the

criteria defined in order to do this.

Define:

To stipulate .the requirements for inclusion of anbobject,
o

word, or situation in a category or class, Elements of
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one or botri'of the fallowing must' be included:, ql) the

characteristics of the Words, objects, orsitUation6

',-thatare,includeq irvitne class or category, (2) the

characteristics of words', objects, or situations' tnat
- 6

must be ,excluded from the class' or category. 'To define

is to setup criteria,for .classification. See'classify-
- 7 4

14. Diagram:

_Tit construct 'a drawing with labeli.and with 6.. specified

organization.(see orga4iza,tion} to demonstrate knowledge

of that organization,; that is 'the-student could be
<3

asked to diagram the flow of.legislation through Con

gress.

. Estimate:

11

4

To assess the dimension of an object, series of'objects,

event. or conditions without- a scale. or'beasurin device.

Logical techniques of estimation'such as are involved in
ti

mdthematicale interpolation may te used. See Measure.

16. Evaluate:
s

To classify according to prescribed standards of yal-

ity, objects, or situations. It.is necessary for the

criteria of classification.to contain an'indicatl'on of

"goodness." That is, the categories must be so defined
-

as to. indicate tq the evaluator whichof the categories

between the two extremes. That is, the student would

be asked to clasify the quality of given government
4

tax legislation according to the principle capitali-

zation. :See Classify and Dgfine-

32
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0

17. Label:

See' Namp, Identify.

18. Locate:

To :identify' the position of an object, ?place or event

In relation to specified other obj'ect's, .places, or

'events. The student could be' asked to locate a city

on a map by stating its latitude and 1pngitude; its

prosition near another city, its position in relation

to a coastlinelgtc. 'A shident could also be asked

to locate a particular, desk in his classroom by stat-

ing the row it is in and the ordinal position from .

the front of the room.- The student could be asked to

locate the time of .an event in history by naming events

that immediately preceded and followed 1t or_by merely.

giving the date of the event.

19. Measure:

a,

To demonstrate application of a standard or'unstandard-

ized-scale or measuring device to an object, series of

objects, events, or conditions according to prfactices

accepted by those who are skilled in the use of the

device'ors scale. The student°could be asked to measure

the scale distance between two points on a map for
4

which a, scale is given. The student could be asked

to.measure the temperature of air in a room given a

thermometer. HeAcould be asked to measure the time

elapse:from the beginnings of an event to its end, given

a' watch.
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20. -Organize.:

To arrange in ors der according to specified criteria
- -

..according to,conventlonal or logical practice. This

class-of activity differs from order in that a defin-
,1

ite sequence is not implied. The. end result of, activ-

Aity,..that is, the orgahize4ro0duct need not be

at by Pursuing a partictilar sequence related to action,
-

The student could be asked, to organize a research study

Arrived

Ifin which several types of organization would-.be ac-
.

cepted. The steps .taken to arrive at the organization.

*would be neither specified nor demonstrated,

List of common verbs:

list -- recite -- state -- tell -7 write.

These verbs indicate the form oil communication expected

rather than the.type of behavior that would indicate

possession,of knowledge, process, or operation. They

may be used judiciously to supplement any of the be-
c. 4

havioral verbs in the foregoing list, but not supplant

them in behavior objectives.
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, BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES'
A NEEDED PERSPECTIVE

by.
Luci,lle B. Strain

The crescendo attending use of behavibral objectives for re-

medying educational ills is becoming increasingly audible:,

In California, the present movement toward planning, program7.

ming, budgeting syttem (PiBS) as a basis for educational'

funding is giving impetus to the importance of developing

:program.and instruction obliectives. Edudatibnal accbuntabil
' I

ity. 4.th respect to showing value for monep spent and results
.

for time Utilized is becoming a real and immediate concern.,

Many current efforts toward individualization of instruction

. 'necessitate clear, statemerit of behavioral -changes expected of

14.rners involved. A subtle itplication in many of thete

movements is that objectives stated in behavibral.or per-
.. .%

' ,fOrtance terms: can lift educat'on from.its characteridtic

depths of vagueness andiMprecision to heights of clear defin-
e

ition and precise results.

It' is true that the results of educational efforts have been
e
left, too often, to .chance. Administrators, in many cases,

have been too,content to accept their; roles of leadership

without-andwering the basic question, "Leaders toward'what?"

Too many'teachert have been prone to go thrbugh unspecified

motions of "having classes " ,without demanding evidence of

35
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productivity : As a totalgrOup, educat9rs aye tended to
, . ,

be too,. willing to allow outcordes of educate* to retain vague

and often hidden .by copious and:Ambiguous eMinology. That ,

k
there,is.need for cAanges in thinking is A7i4 overt behavior

to 110.1p Overcome these and other 'shortdotip s:.rin education

is incontestable:

...

There is somedanger, however, that excessive prpo.ccupation

o

with behavioral objectives can diy-ert'ttO much attention away

j'rom,other variables important in achieving educational ef-
,

fectiveness.

At pnesent., administrators and teachers in many ihdividdgl
4

., .

schools, or in entire school distriCtS
?
'are focusing consid-

,,

A
. N

- .

.,' li' ,
erable effort upon mass production ;off''. -objectives. Similarly,

,

some groUps are establishing "bankSSif objectives in various
o

sUbject.fields to beawn upon by :Potential users. There

are. some questionable aspects of thOehdeavors.- How rele-

vant, ter instanceOae such objectiVes in terms of meeting

needs off' individual learners inthe'ir own uniquelearning e
,

vironments? What provisions are being ma for cqntinuity of

learning from one level of education to another? Are leaiinerS

personal inclinations and abilities to inquire into the scope

of a topic. or subject being unduly restricted? Questions such

as these suggest the urgency of seeing behavioral objectives

their proper perspective to total educational concerns.

In a suggested proper perspective, objectives stated in terms
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of behavioral change, .or in terms of peormanae expected,

Seem to portend promise, for improvemeht of many facets of

education; New. ideas and innovative practices are in order,_

for example,'fOr improvement of evaluati.onoof schools and of

instrudtiOnal performanced. True professionalism in education

requirses that educators bedOme accountable'to the general

_public and to learners for what is recognized and accepted

:ad their uniqUe responsibilities: Learners' 'changed in the

de ired directions should characterize results of activities

gen ed'in classrooth situations. Several .considerations
4-

are in order for deVelopment of a needed perspective.-

O

Pritharily,tbere shotAMAIMPgn#ioh' of and-ageement upon.

.thejnature qncLfunctions of behavioral objectives.in

ing the, effectiveness of eduCation. Clearly, their nature

varies according to whether they are planned to'direct ef-

forts by those.respOnsible-for the undertakings of an entire

, district, a partibular school unit, ,or a Classroom. situation.'

Each educator must supply the-conditions unlque in i8 part-

1

ilVar situation and:role, and interpret thejlature of ob-

.jectives within this framew9rk.

As'to their funCtion, 'objeotives are toolS to be utilized by

those to whom they are.pertinent-and not the other way around.

An authokty on the subject has cautioned that formulation of

objeciives is not a mere ritual. ".ObjectiVes funCtion in de-
.

terminingWhat to do'for a.student.. In the oase"ofk district

or,a:schobhis idea can be extended,` logically, to include
k
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help objectives can give in decision-making regarding needs

relativeo the learning situation.

.d4 SSS

There is need for integrity in the formulation and use of

objecSves. There is little virtue, if any, in authoring
,

a colleOion of objeAives With scaht evidence that these
a

are meaningful in particular situations.

AJDroper perspectives seems to suggest, furthermoxe that

;objectives should be construed as constituting only a part

1

of, 'and" not the total result What is expected of ap ed;"

uc'ational endeavor. Many'desirable ends of, eddcation are -

not immediately 14sible'in overt behavior. ,Objectiyes should

release students tokearn- more: In the case of classroom

instruction, or in cases of activiti'esvdistrict-wideor

school-wide; carefully and realistically stated objectives"

needThot preclude attainment of Other den'irable: although

unstated ones. In any case, 'positive educational ends may be

too numerous or, at a given moment, tooDnebulous to lend them-

selves to statement. Stated objectives, however, assure a

respectable minimum attainment which helps to justify time,

money,.and effort ecpended-in education:

Placing instructional. objectives in perspective involves recog-

nition of the lack of dependability precise time limits afford

'tOr realization of student's cognitive or affect ve achieve-

1
'rients. definiteand exact time limits,for completion

of the learning act can be little more than an exercise in"
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.guessing. To-assume thqt the myri ways; by which individ:

uaIs differ can be dio,..3uuted or be unreal-
(

istic. The advisability of setting precise' time limits- as a

criterion for a.weJl-stated obje,tive mlghtell be questioned

those.reSponsible for instruction. Frustration is likely

to be the only definitp result in recklesv;,apWicafion of

time limits to all fct of instructional matters. The

same. is true When it comesto Stating the number of,,or per-

centage of;'stu6nts in a group who. will. manifest a"given

change. IndiVidual differenpeo tend.to negate any respec-

. tabizle- level of accuracy in prediction :of either the-exact time

or exact'number-of student who will a3hieve an objective;

Elimination or.a de- ephais upon time*d precise num-
A,

berS,of learners to Manifegt a given"behavioral change would

likely, increase the number of teachers who will ,state and

use behavioral objectives to guide instruction. Unfortunately,

too many teachers and Other instructional leaders seem to show

a preference forTursuing vague, general goals, rather than
4

focusing their efforts toward achievement of specific objec-

tives. Resistance to the forthulationand.,Use of behavioral

objectives i inptruction, howevelmight be decreaseden

impractical criteria are eliminated frTim the process of formu-

lating-theM.

Finally, objectives seen 411 perpect.j.ve clearly provide a

workable basis for evaluation of instruction and other educa--
A

tional of ort- Objectives; are g means forhelping teachers

-49
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O

utilize meaningful evaluation and ixistructibnal techniques.

They are means,' also, of helping.adthiniStrators and other.
P .

educators determine definite- clothplishments. With objectives

as a basisfor evaluation, accountability can become a reason-

able.. expectation.

Peropqctive depends upon seeing,,a part in terms of its rela-

tionshipcto the who in whibh i t. exists. To be-usefulin

,educatignal improvement,'behavioral obilactives must be seen
.0:

.in relationship to4thbr concerns in educatd(

In summary, the functional nature of objectives should be

recognized by all educators in terms of their unique sit'uations.

Statemehts of objectives should be shorn of impractical

tei4ia which tend to overshadow the values they are capable
4,

o'f. helping attain.' Behavioral objectives have great potent-D
4

idl,for giving positive direction to educational effort and
.

for .affording a tenable basis for evaluation of this effort!

In-perspective, behavioral objectives are not a panacea for

any educational-problems, but offer-promise of improvethent in

asects on education for whi.:h ,.t.r,y are suited.

a

'
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DESCRIBING BEHAVIOR FOR OBJECTIVES

47

The following twenty -five tipages are reproduced from

'Developing and Writing Behavioral Objectives with permission

from Educational Innovatorst,Press, In., Tucson, : Arizona.

Thq,..East Texas. School Study CounCil takes this opportunity

to thank Educational Innovators Press, Inc, for allowing

us to-reprOduce this Material in our Manual,
,.

d' r .
.

'raluation as :a process is best approached through
\

objectives stated in behavioral terms. At this point in

the development of the StrUcture; three domains'of.the
e.

1.1p.

Behavioral Dimension haveeen recognized fog claAsifying

objectives.
2

The behavioralrdomainsare presenied here to

introduce to you these terms, their brief definitions, and

pi-ovide examples. It sh6uld be noted, however, that'be-
'

haviors cannot be easily separated'from each other. The

pOint is that one should begin torecognize that certain

behaviors Appear to be primarily associated with. one domain

rather than the, others, according to the definitions.

51,

5

2Benjamin S. Bloom et al. Taxpno,my of Eductional Objectives,
Handbook I: Cognitive Domain. New, ok: Wavid McKay
Company, Inc., 1956.
David F. Krathwohl et al. Taxonomy of Educational Ob ectives,
Handbook' II: Affective Domain. New York: David 04 ay,
Company, Inc., 1956. 4541



'BEHAVIORAL DQMALNS AND YAiIAB

1. COGNITIVE 'DOMAIN BehdViors hich p p imaryem-.

phasis, on the mental or, dntellectual processe of the
0

learner,. Variables are: 4nowlege,
4

cation, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

2. AFFECTIVE DOMAIN Behaviors which primarily mphasize

attitudes, emotions, and values of he, learner and Ore

. usually reflected by interests, apprecistion and a0-.
. (r-

.justments. This is a more nebuloukaraa than the COgnitive.

Domain , but equally, if. not more, important. Variables

are: receive, respond, value, organizatiOn, and.char4c-
.

terlzation..
' A

3. PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN Behaviors-which place primary

emphasis on neuromuscular or physical skills and involve

different degrees of physical dexterity. Var.iables are: 9

A4equency, energy, and ,duration.
,

ti
4

42
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
OF

TWBEHAVIORAL DIMENSION

In- the stateMents below, on the spaces provided,, mark the

appropriate domain: Cognitive Domain (C), Affective Domain (A),

or Psychomotor Domain (P).

1. A pupil is provided with a word problemlin math and

is ableto corwtly apply the formulakand solve

the problem.

2'. A pupil -develops the.physial fnergy necessary to do

cursive writing neatly and, correctly.

.A pupil may demonstrate an interest in Mu6ic by his-
.

fl, lonse in taking an active rope in musi'd activities.
. w

Hlr. A,pUpit,(emonstrates-his,knowledge of INstorical

db.t(s related tocertain events . -"N

A pupil may Shwimproveme4t in shooting fr 'ee throws
J, H

on a basketball court by frequency of practice during

a set period of time. .

.
1

6. A pupil responds with a positive attl.tude toward

reading as demonstrateby his.eagerness to'respond

to reading activities.

143 47



SEMANTICS:
A PAIN IN COMMUNICATION.

A° problem of semantics arses when people attempt to descriipe or,
,

,-

communicate. behavior.. The.pproach preSentedlin this pack suggests

that°fourteeh-terms be utilizedln.desgribing.the behavioral variables.

They are.:

COGNITIVE DOMAIN
3

Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

1

30b. cit. (Bloom).
42n. pit. (Bloom)

I

4

AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

Receive
Respond
Value
Organization
Characterization '-

K.)

44

PSYCHOMOTOR PMA ,

Frequency
Energy
Duration

o 48,
fl
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COGNITIVE DOMAIN VARIABLES
5

The cognitive domain, emphasizing the mental processes,

begins with the concrete behavior of knowledge and_con-

tinues 'through the more abstract processes of analy,sis

and synthesis..

1. KNOWLEDGE = involves the recognition and recall of

facts and zpediffcs.

2. COMPREHENSION - the learner interprets, translates,

summarizes, or paraphrases given

material.

3. APPLICATION - inVolves the use of material in a

situation in which.it was originally

learned.

ANALYSIS 7 involves separating a complex whole into

its parts, until the relationship. among

the elements is made clear.

SYNTHESIS - iny'laves combining elements tolform a n w

original entity..

6. EVALUATION - involves acts of decision-maki g, judging,

.or selecting based on A given set of

criaria.° (,These 9riteria.may be objective

or subjective.)

4
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGEOF
. THE COGNITIVE VARIABLES

On the pri6vided space to the left of each item write the correct term

for the, cogniti'Ve behavior.

1. The student'participating in an American oblems class will

develop the ability to analyze the political structure Of the

United States as measured by a teacher-designeetest.

2. The student enrolled in the non - graded elemelitary school pro-

gram will develop his ability to apply s.cienCe concepts las

determined by a teacher-designed test.

The student' enrolled in an American Government course will be

able to evaluate the accuracy of statements in relat -ion 4 pit-

.1.

fuat ons in governmental settings as,meaired by a teacher-

made examination.

4. The student_ participating in a reading program will develop his
6 .

ability to comprehend printed material as measured. by,,teacher

observation.

5. The student enrolled in'a seventh grade mathematics course

will demonstrate: his ability to syntheSize as measured by.the

teacher's observation of his ability to design an original

'numeration system.

6. The student enrolled.in d generaismathematics course will im-
,

prove his knowledge of computational skills as measured by the
o

r-1

arithmetic computation section of the Stanford Achievement Test.

If you did not correctly identify the six variables of cognitive be-
e,

havior, review the terms and definitions.

46 50
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AFFECTIWE DOMAiN VARIABLES;

The affective behaVioral variables.are defined. ws the interest,

attitudes, values, appreciations, and adjustments of the individual.

in recent years we have7reached'a point in the evalvtion process

Wherd we are concerned not only .with the knowledge gained, but with

the willingness of the ztudent to >iderrtify himself wiIh a given
t-

sUbject. The Affective Domain, eMphasizfng the emotional processes,

begins with the simple behavior of receiving and'-resoonding

ciontinues through the coMpaex praRess of chard'uterizatlon.

1'. RECEIVING - the learner is aware of or passively attending to -certain

w '

Phellomena and stimuli (i.e.., iiv,hing).
-

2. RESPONDING -.the- learner complies to given expectations by attending

_or-reacting to certain stiMui.i c,r phenomena (ie

interests),

VALUING - the learner displays, behavior consistent with a'single

belief or.attitude in situations where he is not forced..

to comply or obey ei.e., internai.o.o'mmitment Consistent

with external behaviorJ.

ORGANIZATION - the earner is committed t. a 6,:t'ot values as

displayed by his behavior (1.; , suocessful

internallzation,of values).

CHARACTERIZATION - the total. behavior of the learner is consistent

with the values 01 has .11-11-,e.Lnalizd (i.e.,-

philosophy of life - totail:y behaving as you

believe).

47 51
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TE,T YOUR IM1WLEDGE,
OF

THE AFFECTIVE VARIABLES

In the following exei,cise, try to recall the five appropriate terms

for the affective variables. Wr te:on the provi,ded'space to they left

of each item th, correct term for the affective behavior.

I.% The teacher enrolled in a PhiloSophy of Education course.

will dOelov a characteriZatiOn of a Social system in education

which will be reflected in his continual work toward the im-
,

provement of instruction in his school district,,as measured

by instructor observation.

2. Teachers using Introductor.y Algebra counte materials Will

develop a positive interest toward the tead*hing of mathematics

as measured by their responses to an attitude'inventory.

The student enrolled in music education will receive an

awareness of different types of music as determined $'y -his

ability-to rank these types of music in order of their pre-
.

sentiation-in'class.

C

4. -The teacher enrol ed in an in-service educatfon program on the

r.

teaching of,matrhemacs will develop an organization of a

value system as measured by the Edward's Personal P4ference-

,SChedule.

5. The teacher enrolled in a,teaching.methods course Will.deVelop

a Value for a certain teaching tec nique as measured by his.

ability, without being asked, to d the factors which

makesit a good method for him.

If ypu did not correctly. identify the five variables 'of affective%

behavior, review the terms and definitions. 52



RISYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN 'VARIABLES

! .

The psychomotor variableidescribe.thopp bekiaviowhich irivolVe
r.

neuromuscular Coordination. 4jiandviiting and physic'al,educatiori '.

utilize this dOmaintbdraw-cOnclusion's about' special prOgrams... -,

They. f61.lowicog variabISs.are.4d to Classify those behavibrs,which

Can. be dnOlUded in the psychOthbtpr doMaini

FREQUENCY rate or number of times an individual/pOrformS

psychothotor sk

ENERGY - amount of strength POwer an individual needs to

performa_psychomotor skill.

, 3,-. DURATION - length of time an 'individual persists in performing

O

a .usychomotor

4

53
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,TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
OF s

THE PSYCHOMOTOR VARIABLES

In the- fbilowing exercise, try to recall the three appropre

psychomotor variables. Write on the provided space to the left Of

each,itemthe correct term for the:Psychomotor.'behavior.

t'
- 4 1fter having the opportunity to Work with the Smith'Method

I , 4
of-Exercising,:the student Will show his perSistence in ex-

,

ercising as .indi.cated by his ability to press his finger

tips tagether'for durption of three minutes.

The'.8tudent.W111(demonstrae his competency in the Smith

Method of Exerdisingyaging pusla-,ups'at a frequency of

ten push -ups per minute.

After having the opportunity to wbrk.with,the SmithtMethod'

c)f Exercising, the studentwill have an increased energSrca-
.

patitY as indicated by the ability to press 250 Aounds.,',
. ,

If you did not correctly identlfy-the variables of the psychomotor

domain review the terms and definitio ns.

if

50
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SUMMARY

You have now been exposed.; to SIX terms to describe Cognitive

Behavior, FIVE, items to describe Affective Behavior, and THREE

terms thsatt,can be utilized in describing Tsy,chomotor Behavior.

Thus in alopiying the approach described for. writing objectives;

ONLY THESE FOURTEEN TERMS SHOULD BE USED IN DESCRIBING BEHAVIOR.

ONLY THESE 14

COQNITIVE AFFECTIVE
1. 7 1.
2. 2.

3. 3.
4. 4 .

5 5.
6.

PSYCHOMOTOR
1. . 2.

51 55



. TEST FORCATEGORIZINWBEHAVIOR*

Directions.: Classify each statement.beloW by writing the correct letter
in frontof.the statement according to the following'sdheme: Cognitive
(C), Affective (, Psychomotor (P).

The learner:

1." is able to accurately evaluate the' best of two solutions to a

:igeometry problem using standards given by the teacher. .

2. responds with tolerance or others thy, displaying. good manners

toward those or minority groups.
. .

.

knows,the names and contributions of the-five key curriculum

workers as described iriclass.

properay knits a baby blanket, with a frequency of ten Stitches

per minute.

I

is willing to respond to the questions on the Minnesota Teacher'

Attitude Inventory..

applies instructional.principles properly in planning daily
0

lessons.

plays table tennis for a:one-hour duration, beating tnree in-

experienced giPls 100% of the tithe.

8. comprehends the Gettysburg Address.

9. knows 80% of the words on a spellirig quiz.

10. 'displays a value for higher. .mathematics by attending lectures

on this subject.

If you score eight or more correctly; c
eight correctly, review before continui

52

retinue; if you score less than
g.
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INSTRUCTIONAL DIMENSION

The Instructional bimension.describes the educational program

in termsfof specific variables. The first of thqAp variables_
is Organization; Organization is deScribed as thesituation

in which teachers and pupils are brought together in order that
o

instruction qan takd'place- (i.e. self -- contained classroom, de-

partmentalization, non-graded, modular scheduling, etc.).

a

The second variable is Content. Content is that body of know-

ledge which is. identified with the subject matter'of a discipjine4

Content may be described in.terms of'specific topics to be cov=

ered at a given grade level (i.e., American History, Alegebra I,

Auto Mechanics, Reading, etc.)

53 °r ray



A third variable is. Methodology. Methodology is.described as

the process iihich facilitates learning. It has three levels:

teaching activities, types of interaction, and learning prin-

ciples or thpories utilized (i.e. , lecture, demonstratioh,

teacher-student interaction, team teaching, operant condition-

ins, programmed learning, etc.).

P'

The fourth is Facilities. Facilities is described as the

e

space, special equipment,_and expehdables needed to support

an educational_ program (1.b., carpeting, listening posts,

laboratory equipment, largeroom, etc.)..t

Cost, the fifth'variable, is described-at the money required

for facilities, maintenance, and personnel to accomplish a

given task.

Jr'

VARIABLES OF INSTRUCTION

, 1. Organization
2. ,Content
3. Method
4. Facilities
5. COst

54
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TESTAOUR KNOWLEDGE
r OF

THE INSTRUCTIONAL VARIAtLES

0

0

Match the f011owing -(More than one -answer in a blank if
necessary.)

. ,

1, Organization a. Field Trips

2. Content b. Science Vocabulary

3. Method ci. Learning Centers

4. Facilities d, $6.75/student

5. Cost e.

f:

g:

h.

Mathematics Concepts

Flexible Schedules

Team Teaching

Professional .traries

55
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31

PINSTITUTIO#AL DIMENSION

VARIABLES OF THE INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSION:

Student
Teacher
Administrator

4 Educational Specialist
Family.
Community

Every educational program will be inf.luencedloy the unique

qualities forythe indiViduals involved.' Evaluation programs
-h

of the.past have dealt primarily-with the student and his

achievement in a giVen subject area. With the changes taKing

'place in instructional pregrams, more evidence is neleded as to
0

the' influence of the-teacher, adminietrator, parent, and dom =.

munity on a given program. All variables of the institutional

dimension are people.

O'

O



- Match the following

.

-TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
OF

THE INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES' o

(More hail one answer in a blank if necessary)

Student 'a. Reading Coordinator

2. Teacher b.- Chamber of Commerce

3. Administrator c. Fifth Grade Instructors

A. 'Specialist d. Legal Guardian(

5. Family e. Primary Enrollees

6. Community f. Principal

.57

Q

g. _P.T.A.

h. Ninth Graders

61
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TEST YOUR MEMORY .

9 . -

You have been introduced to fourteen terms describing behavioral

variables; five terAis describing instructional variables, and
.,0

ozik term0 describing institutionalyariablds. See if you can
P

correctly matclfthe following items:

1. .Evaluation

2. Organization

3, Receil9e

4. Comprehension

5: IroDuration

6. Knowledge

7. Application

8. Respond

9. Frequency

10. Value

11. Analysis.

A. Affective .

,P. Psychomotor

4C. Cognitive

. 12. Characterization

13. Synthesis

14: Energy.

58
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A

1. nvledge

2. .Comprehension

3. Application

k. Analysis.

5. Synthegis

6. 'Evaluation

PART II

s.

t.

c.

o.

n.

u.

PART III

I. Receive

2. Relpon

3. Value

14. Organization

5. Chayacterization.

1. Frequqpcy

2. Energy

3. Durat,Son

PART IV

59

create or form new idea

judge orlselect

breakeinto parts

'recall or recognize

use in new situation
'd

interpret or translate 4°

compliance or obedience-
.,

R. internalization of values

N. action consistent with .values

L. to be aware

A. belief and worth -

Ii

A. length of 'performance

Y. numt(er pf performances

E. amount of strength utilized
in performance



O

1. Cognitive Domain Variable's A. Behavioral Dimension

2. Organization , B. Instructional Dimension.

.") C. .institutional Dimension.3. Stu4ent

4. Cofttant

5. Affective Domain Variables

6. Commillity*

iv Cost.

8. Facility

9i Teacher'

10. Family

11. Method

12. _Specialist

13. Adthinistrator

14. Psychomotor Domain Variable

V

If you have correctly answered thirty of the test items, you

are ready to.proceed. If.you failed.toreach thfis magic number,

you are not responding As expected.'

A



a.

WRITING GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES.

The average adult after age twentyone, learns approximately

fifty new, ords to add to his vocabulary each yekr. To this

point you have been exposed to fourteen words utilized in

describing behavior, six words to describe the institutional
?

variabless'and five words to: describe instructional variablep.

A total.of-twenty-five words,' Wow, you may have completell

a half-year's work. .

Since,you have been. exposed to a description.of goals and

objectives, .try you': hand at writing a.gOal, and an objective.

in each domain of behavior., Roll'uP'Your Sleeves and get

with it.



a

:Just remember to include the following Items i

1. Institutional Variable

2. Behavioral Variable.

3. Inttructional Variable

. Measurement Technique

the provided space, write .a goa;1.

1. Institutibnal Variable
2. ,Behavioral Variable
3. Instructional Variable
4. Measurement Technique

62

you
*.

r objectives:..-

a

::ILIL.L.91.1 out for these!
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"WRITING COGNIthE_OBJECTIVES

Th'student will be able't :

(a) display knowledge'Of

(b) display Qomprehension of

(c) demopstrate.application'of

(d) analyze (give an analysis)

(e) synthesize

(f) evaluate

N.

Fi

(CONTENT)
A

1. Self-report
2. Observation

1. Teacher tests

2. Standardized tests

Observation

4. Judgment

67
63 , ,



*

The student will:

WRITING pFEC IVE OBJECTIVES

(a) (-receive

(b) respond

(c) display

(.positively)

(negatively)
to

a value for

(d). display organization by

display characte'rization by

.1

Organization (school)

Content.4subjects)

Methods (team teaching)

Facility (carpet, eciUIpMent etc.)

0.

as measured by

1. Self-report
2. Observation

O

:Likert Sdale

Semantic Differentia-

Standardized TeSt

68
64
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GOAV-

0.

OBJECTIVE (Emphasize Cognitive Behavior)

4

OBJECTIVE (Emphasize Affective Behavior)

OBJECTIVE (Emphasize Psychomotor Behaviorl

65 69



ELEMENTS AND VARIABLES IN BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
0

I., Institutional

Student

Teacher

Administrator
4

Educational Specialist

Family Community

II. Instructional

0i,ganization (refers to scheduled time and space)
47

Content (a.topically defined body of knowledge, i.e. algebra,
reading, government, etc.)

Method

1. Type of teaching activities, i.e. lecture, demonstration, et

2. .Type of interaction, i.e. teacher-student, student-sludent,
etc.

3. Learning principles or theories, i.e. operant conditioning
etc. .

Facilities (equipment, space instructional proges§) a

Cost (money'spent in the 'educational process)

III. Behavioral

Cognitive Domain

Knowledge- involvv the recognition and recall of facts and
specifics. ,

omprehension,- the learner interprets, translates, summarizes
or paraphrases given material.

Application - involves the use of material in a situation
which i$ different from that situation in which
it was originally learned.

66 10
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4
Analysis - involves eparating a complex whole into its

4

parts, until the relationship among the elements
lo made clear. r

Syntbesid

Evaluation

Affective Doma

,Receive -

Respond

- inyolves combining elements to form,a new
original entity. a

- involves acts pf decision-making, judging,
or selecting based on a given. set of criteria.
(These criteria may be objective or tubjective.)

in

Ow learner is aware of or passively attending
to certain phenomena and stimuli (ire.11istening).

- the learner complies to given expectations by
'att nding or reacting to 'certain stimuli or '

ph omena (i.e., interests).

the learner displays behavior consistent with a
single belief or attitude in situations Where he
'is not forced to comply or obey (i.e., internal
commitment consistent with external beiTaVtorY.

Organize - the learner is Committed to a set of values
as displayed by his behavior (i.e., successful
internalization of values).

0
Characterize - the total behavior of the learner is con-

sistentwith the values he has internalized
philosophy'of life -- totally behaving

as you believe).

Psychomotor Domain

Imitation -'when the learner is exposed to.an'Observable
action, he beings to make covert imitation of
that action: Imitation begins with an inner

r rehearsal of muscular systemothat is guided by
an inner push or.p:n impulse to imitate action.

.Suchr-dovert behavior4.appears to e the starting
point in.thet.rowth of psychototbr'skpl. This
is then followed by overt performance of an act
and capacity to repeat it. The performance,
however,' lacks neuromuscular coordination or
control, and hence is4generally in a crud& and
imperfect form%

6 7
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Manipulation - emphasizes the development of skill in
fo]Jowing.direction, performance of selected
action and fixation of performance, through
necessary practice. At this stage tn,/learner

1,11:p capable.of performing an act according
_,to instruction rather than just mthe basis-
Ofobservation-as is,the case at the levelv:
of imitation-,

Precision -. is the, proficiency of performance that reaches
a higher level of refinement in reproducing a
given act. Hef.e,-accuracy, proportion and exact-.
ness in performance ltibecoe significant. The'next

ihigher subcategory in thiS class of behaviors,
-goes a stop further and mares the learner in-
dependent of his original source that guided.
hrs action.

Articulation- emphasizes the coordination of a series of:
acts by establishing appropriate sequence
and accomplishing harmony or internal consis-
tency among different acts.-

Naturalization - a single:act or series of articulated acts.
At this stage, the skill of performance a
tains its highest level of proficiency d
the act is perforthed with the least expendi-
ture of psychic energy. The act is routinized
to such an, extent that it results in auto-
matic and spontaneous response.

-.IV. How .Measured (Specific and precise description of the measurement
procedure or activity)

'Calendarization (The future point in time at which measurement
-will take place - 1 day,. 1 week or 6 weeks)

VI. Criterion pf Acceptability (The, minimal amount of behavioral
change which will be accepted as
denoting institutibnal progress)

.........
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WRITING OBJECTIVES

John D. McNeil
Professor of Education

University of California
Los Angeles

How shall we state instructional objectives?°0n what
basis can we distinguish between a statement' of objectives
and a statement of procedures? Given an ambiguous objec-
tive, how does one proceed to change it to an operational
definition of a task? At the end of this prespntation, it
X's intended that one's rleaRlonses to these quegtions will
diffeli from those now available. The new responses will.
evidence greater specifidity and demonstrate one's ability
to write objectives in operational terms.

The subject of stating objectives is a time one,
he public is demanding increased achievement in schools and
earning is more effedtive when instructional go s (objec-
ives).,are clear to teachers and pupils alike. Also, our

failure to assess the results of instructional 'innovations
and practices has been termed unethiCa1.1 We have.regponsi-
bility!'to study the effects of our favorite, but, largely

ctteste,' methods. Not to do so.is tp deceive learners. The
stating of objectives is a first step toward the elimination
pf malpractice because objectives are guides to the selection
Of effect6 to be noted.

4

Briefly; acquisition of the skill of writing objectives
will-, enable one (1) to increase achieveMent (personal,'social,
academic) on the part of learners, (2) tbdesign,test situ-
ations'by which evidence of the effectof-instructional pro-
cedures '(e.g., a proposed project); a plan that satisfies

-reviewing officials that adequate provisions for'evaluation
re-f the project have been made before they grant fundS.

A prerequisite to the task of writing objectives is the
ability to recognize in 'a number of 'statements the presence
or absence of these elements:. (1) a situation or class of
situations (givens);, (2) an observable. action on the part of
the learner, i.e., selection, construction, oral pronounce-
ment; and, when the response is nottself-confirming, (3) an
indication of the desired adequacy'of the actions. Here, for
example, is a,behavioral objective:

"Given any unfinished couplet, the learner will be
able to select from corresponding sets of four

1Ray H. Bixler, "Ostracise. Them!",.Saturday Review, JUly 2,
1966,. pp. 47.,
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alternatives the one word, phrase or line-which pest
complete's the couplet." ("Best completion" means
tliselection had the. qualities of rhythMic corres-
pondence,, end nyme, and continuous thought.)

. Notice. in theobjective above and in the one that 101.1Ows
that a behavioral objective need not 144e trivial or lacking in
the power of applying to 4..wide rangelof instances.

"Given information regarding the economic, polit-
ical,-and military systems of any two countries, .

the learner vSill be able to identify fundamental
differences." Must we define

"Fundamental similarities and differences?"

The power of an objective is greater when the 'situation
described .(the givens) refers to a class of events rather than
when the situation is an instance of a class.Y

Look at the following. examples:r -

(a) Given any ar verb in Spanish,- the learner
will orally conjugate'it in the preterit
tense.

(b) Given the Spanish verb Hablar, the.learner
will orally conjugate it in the preterit
tense.

If the instance (b) above has been.drawn at random from the
population of items inferred in (a); it could serve*as a test
for measuring attainment of the objective. Of course, (b)
could serve as an objective in its own right although it would
not be.as powerful ah-objective as (a). Both (a) and.(b) are
behavioral.

A second way to increase the power of behavioral objec-
tives is to demand ,a. more complex response rather than a simple
one. FOr example, recall of an item is more complex than

.

identification of an item as indicated in the:f:)liowing.two
objectives:

I
(a) Given the letters, C, A, and the instruction

"What is the name of each of these letters?"
the child tJill name each letter.

a

(b) Given the letters, C, B, A, and the instruction,
."Which letter is C,', A?"1 the child will point
out C, B, A, respect vely.

There are two conclusions to be drawn from the above re-
marks: First, there can be levels of responses, and second,
*there is n(1 toss in power or importance of an objective be-

p cause it makes clear the kind of responses expected, e.g.., the
learner-will recall, identify, provide new examples, and pro-
duce a work which exemplifies particular qualittes as judged
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by experts, as opposed to stating the response in nonbehav-
ioral terms, the learner will "Appreclate," "Understand,"
or "comprehend."

The thought of specifying all behavioral tasks asgbciated
with asingle lesson, to say nothing of a semester-long course ,

of study or four-year pPogram, has resulted in some avoiding
to state any objectiveS. Perhaps this would not happen if a
supervisor or teacher realized the economy of 'stating the ter-
minal behavioral*objectives sought rather than lAting each if'

subsumed task. For 'instance: "Given a 12-hour clock, the
learner will, be able to tell time for any positioh of the
hand to the nearest hour." The learner's successful perfor-
mance on, the above task might suffice as evidence that he had
acquired other objectives, such as: "Given .a clock and asked
to point to the' 'big' hand he can do so, " and "Given numerals
from 1-12, the learner can name them." This is not to say
that instruction will not be more effective when we can stipu
lateall prerequisite objectives for a learner's successful
performance on a task.

Some confusion exists Vetween statements of procedures or
activities and instructional objectives. One will sometimes
read statements from an administrator that his objective is to
establish a non-graded classroom or to introduce a reading lab-
oratory. Organizational arrangements, devices; programs, and
the like are always means;_ never instructional ends. The ques7
tions to ask are: "What are learners expected 'Ito do as a re-
sult of the-innovation?" "When confronted with what class of
situations will learners respond differently than they now do?"
"How will the response be evidenced?"

Asindicated before, it is miseducative for an adminstra-
tor

;
to introduce educational innovations d' not have instruc-

tional objectiVes for guiding him in the 'assessnient of conse-
quences. It is not rational for him to introduce innovations
in the first place without having a good reason for believing
that it will contribute to some desired changes in learners.

In the after-the-fact case, a curriculum leader must help
the administrator infer and,state behavioral objectives that
he believes might be attained from the innovations. The in-
ferring and stating of objectives from an ongoing arrangement
or activity is a useful step in planning for its evaluation.
For instance, when pressed as to how he expected a tappd aud-
,=itory-discriminat;_on training.program to changp the perform-
Ince of learners, an administrator said: "When confronted I,

with the problem of attaching sounds (phonimes) to printed
letters (graphemes), children will make ten percent fewer
errors than those whoThave not undergone the training."



The administrator is not the only one who sometimes con-
fuses means and ends. The teacher has been known tp view
classroom activities as ends rather than means. 'Part of the
confusion occurs because we tend to ask the teacher, "What
are. you teaching today ?," or "What is your class doing today?"
This kind of question invites an answer such as "listening
to poetry," "writing compositions," or "We are going to dis-

, cuss some subject matter topic NIch as the causes of the
American Revolution'or the effects of cyclones, and anti-cyclones

The question to ask is: "As a r'esult-of the activity
today, ghat is it that the learner will be able to do that he
could not do before the agtivity?" The reply should mention
the situation with which learners can expect to be confronted
and the quality of responses to'be made as a result of in-
struction,, i.e., an instructional objective.

In'T-Dractice,.statements of activity as opposed to state-
ments of objectives lack an'indicttion of what constitutes an
accepted response or action on the .part of the learner:

(a)
(b)

the pupils will investigate a given problem
the pupils wl'l identify value judgements as
opposed to factual matters in problematic
situations

Statement (a) abdtre,is vague abbut how one would
pupil who was "investigating," and the statement
not indicate what standards (-number and kind) of
by learners will be acceptable.

recogni.!) e a
also does
actions taken

o

There is obviously a close relationship between an ob-
jective and an activity. pi activity should give opportunity
for the learner to practice the behavior called for in the
objective. Usually, however, a statement of an activity does
not limit the situation as does an objective (e.g.; the
teacher may give unplanneq, prompting and corrections during,
the_Ieaching situation;-wter'eas the objective defines, the
sitadtion or class of situations more rigorously.) State-
ments of intended activity or procedure usually describe .

what the teacher and ipdpils will do to bring about an objec-
tive or outcome:

(a) Pupils will read poetic protests against
social conditions using materials such as:
"The Man with the Hoe," by Markham and
"Factory'Children," by E. Browning.

(b) Given two poems of poetic protest, pupils
will state what the protests were about
and identify.the techniques used by the
poet in arousing emotions.
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In the above statement of procedure (a) we are not clear as
to the intended outcome. It iS desired that show
improvement in skills or oral reading;'familiarityjiith the
nature and cause of social protestsin the past; or produce
new instances of figurative expression 'and allusions. State-

, ment-(b) is a clear objective.

The statement of procedure may include a description df
the planned situatlons (givens), including a sequence of ac-
tivities and :observable actions.to be demanded of the learner
en route to an objective. ,A statement of procedure may des -
cribe a'teacr and his pupils' actions during the instruc-
tion phase; a statement of an objective descrtbes mhat-the

(-Zlearner is able to do at the end of instruction. Look at
0 the following list and see if you can state which items are

-statements of objectives and which are statements of pro-
() cedures:

(a) The teacher will describe four economic theories
and provide examples of each.-

(b) The learner will multiply correctly an 2 two-digit
numbers.

(c) Given a.colledtion of seeds, learners will be asked
id,observe how they are sorted by Specimen.

(a) When asked to rewrite any compositidn to minimize
'the agent,, the learner will change the active Voice
to the passive voice.

(e ) In accordance with their required needs and abilities,
learners will be given varied oppOrtunities to ex-

(
plore contributions made by people Alf various races.

If Aou were correct, you selected as oWective statements (b)
and (d); (a), (c), and (e) are procedutes.

Byway of review, we have said that an objectiye has
three elements: 'a situations stated or implied; and observ-

Gr
able response in terms of,the learner; and an indicator of
what constitutes an adequate response. The indicator may
also be implied or may have to be made expli ity by adding
another sentence or two.

With respeclt to describing-the observable response, you
will note that some terms are less subject to misinterpreta-
tion than others. They lend tJemselves to behavioral objec-
tives. Identify the terms ine following list that are
subject to fewer interpretations:



es,

0

(a) to fpcate .,,
(g)' to list

(b) to know ' (h) to'evalu§vte
(c) to receive graciously (1): tb 'order
(d) to 'produce a plan hat. (j) to grasp the meaning

'meets specific.critterion (k) tb compare
(e) to create . .(1) to comprehend
(f) to solve (cn) to identify .

The correct choices foli the.problem above are: (a), (d), ,
. (f);'(g.), (1), (k), (m).

Which of the 'following stateMents do not have the eleffients
of an instructionaX9byective?

(a) The pupils-will-learn the parts.of speech.
(b) The.pUpils. will understand the use of.the period,

cOmma, and exclamation Point.
(c) The learner beats the correct time with his lands

when presented With the reading of a poem that has
obvious repetition and when told to db-to.

The deficient statements are (a) and (b) above. Try now
to modify the statements above so thtHey meet the cri-
terion for:operational statements of instructional ob-
jectives:

.
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EVALUATION (EXAMINATION)

The instructional unit (units) each student constructs

will .serve as an examination., It can be compared to the gen-
t',

eral objectives to see how well the, student performed. How-
,

ever, in a "standard" test either teacher-made or otherwise,

the teacher should know which objective a test question is

teSting, . Therefore, in the instructional unit the student

makes he would be required to. show on the test he attaches"

to the unit which general objective or objectives each test

question' it testing. Particular attention should be paid to

the affective domain.

Grading, if not impossible, is always hard. In order

to grade, my unit I would have to answer these questions about

it. I am.zoing to answer'yeS or no. However, itakwould be

possible to place "a grade of A, B, C, etc. in place of the yes

'or no.
A

1. Does this unit show planning? Yes -- objective 1

2. Does thIls unit show a knowledg0 of need and value,
of behavioral objectives? Yes -- objective 2

3. Does the prepared instructions (class proaedure),

.help read desired objectives? Yes -- objective 10

4. Did the student use performance verbs? Yes -- objec-

tive 4

. .Does the unit show a knowledge of behavioral domains

and'variables? Yes -- objective 5



. Does the unit show a knowaedge of instruction

dimensions? Yes 7^ objective 6

7. Does the unit show ektowledge of institutional

'dimension? Yes,-- objective 7

8. Is the goal, general objectives, and behavioral

objectives properly written? Yes -- objective 8,

objective 3

18 the program structured to the needs and ability

of the students? 'Y'es objective 9

10. Was an instructional unit prepared? Yes -- objective

10
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Date Teacher

'EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTOR'S. OBJECTIVES.

*Write in the_apace below the teacher's objective (5) just as stated.
If no objective (s) '.s /are Stated,Write none. If the objective
not stated clearly, _please comment.

o
4

A

After the lesson circle one, alternative

1. Was the teacher's objectivestated in behavioAl terms?
Yes -- Not.sure -- No ql*

2. Did the teacher make clear in his objective (s) what he would
accept as minimum acceptable performance?
Yes -- Not sure -- No

Did the teacher assess our knowledge of the specific behavior(s)'
before instruction?
Yes -- Not sure -- 1\TO-

4. Didthe teacher present. the iireceived.purpose in such a way as to
captUre my attention and interest?
Yes -- Not sure --- No

*ThiS test may be used tbevaluate the teacher got only fora single
lesson, but also for an instructional unit:



O

Did the teacher begin with logical material and then move to harder
material?
Yes Not sure -- No

6. Did he seem to know. when,I.was
fusion?
Yes -- Not sure '-- No

/

confused and help-to -reduoe:my con-
.

."

Did the teacher give' me a chance to praCtice the behavior called
for in the objective?
Yes -- Not sure No

During-my practice of the behavior did he indicate when I was per-
forming correctly? ,

Yes -- Not sure. No

9. At the end of the lesson or course, did he-obtain evidence as to
whether I could perforM the deSired behavior?
Yes Not sure

10. Could I perform the behavior at the minimum acceptable level?
Yes -- Not sure -- No

Comments:

k

9
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